Dear Mr. Agust,

As enclosed please find our form of bid to host civl plenary 2014. We still waiting for the price of Hotel accommodation which I am sure will be reasonable price and affordable by all delegates. Please note that Indonesia who will bid as the host not Malaysia.

Thanks and kind regards,
Adi Dirhamsyah
- Conference hotel
- Medium price hotel
- Budget hotel

16. Are these hotel prices guaranteed? .................................................................

**Transport**

16. What options are available for airport, railway station transfers to the conference centre? Taxi and shuttle bus

**Organisation**

17. Who will be the person\(^3\) responsible overall for the organisation of the logistics for the CIVL Plenary? Adi Dirhamsyah, Chairman of The Hang Gliding and Para Gliding, Ervy N Firman-Secretary, Ervan and Krisyana/Hang Gliding, Andika Munir/Para Gliding  .................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................

**Other information:**

18. What is your reason for bidding to host the 2014 Plenary? .........................

   To promote Indonesia Hang Gliding and Para Gliding to the International Hang Gliding and Para Gliding organization and communities........................................

   .................................................................................................................................

19. Any other relevant information? Indonesia had succeed to put Para Gliding into two international multi events, those are Asian Beach Games 2008 and South East Asia Games 2011. Indonesia has been recognized in the Para Gliding Accuracy World Cup where for the last three years has won first rank for female category and the flying site is included in yearly competition.

.................................................................................................................................

Date: January 16, 2013 .......................... Signed  

\(^3\) Give name, position in NAC or federation/national governing body, telephone number and email details.
NAC Indonesia..(FASI), Indonesia Aero Sport Federation

Proposed location for Plenary\(^1\): Nusa Dua or Kuta City, Province of Bali, East Indonesia.

Preferred dates of Plenary\(^2\): March or April 2014

**Locations**

1. Name of Conference Hotel/Centre: Inna Grand Bali Beach Hotel or Inna Kuta Beach Hotel, Bali Island.

2. Which events will take place in the Conference Hotel/Centre?
   - Plenary Session (Yes)
   - Pre-Plenary Subcommittee & Working Group Meetings (Yes)

3. If not held in Conference Hotel/Centre, where will the above events be held?
   There are many hotels in the surrounding area that also have smaller meeting rooms.

4. How far are these venues from the Conference Hotel? 50-300 meters

5. What is the method of transportation between these venues? By walking, motor bike, car

**Information and Registration**

6. A website with all necessary information for delegates will be set up at: Conference Hotel.

---

\(^1\) Specify: City, County/State/Province and Country.
7. Online registration for delegates and other attendees will be available: Yes
Will someone be available by email to help Delegates with hotel bookings, transport arrangements etc? Yes

**Plenary Session Room:**

8. **Capacity (number seated at tables in classroom format)**  
   
9. **We confirm that the following audio-visual equipment be available:**
   - Microphones (for Bureau and floor)  
   - Projector (beamer) for Powerpoint and large screen  
   yes

**Smaller meeting rooms:**

11. **We confirm that a Projector (beamer) and screen will be available in at least one of the smaller meeting rooms:**  yes

**Secretariat Facilities**

12. **Will a room or area be available for FAI/CIVL secretarial use, to include access to scanner/photocopier/printer, telephone, wifi Internet access** yes

**Other Events**

13. **Are any other benefits planned?**
   - Coffee, tea and water, Yes every days
   - Lunches , still considered
   - Dinners / Receptions , Once Gala Dinner
   - Visits, Yes to the tourist site

**Finance**

14. **We acknowledge that it will be our responsibility as Plenary Organiser to fund the full travel and subsistence costs of one FAI staff member (IR 3.3)**

**Hotel Accommodation**

15. **Indicate prices for hotels (in Euros or USD):**

---

2 Actual dates will be decided by the CIVL President in accordance with FAI By-Law 5.6.1.